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Intellectual creativity, like all social phenom-
ena, has both a macro and micro aspect. All
social structure is enacted; its empirical reality
consists of individual actions, thoughts, and
face-to-face encounters. What makes it macro—
which is to say, gives it the repetitiveness that
we mean by "structure," is the way these micro
events are linked together in patterns across time
and space. This occurs by what I have called
"Interaction Ritual Chains" (Collins, 1981.)
Briefly, every situation is linked to others
because:

(1) Each individual brings their particular
cultural capital, the stock of ideas and concepts
acquired from previous encounters.

(2) Each individual brings their charge of
emotional energy, acquired from their success
or failure in previous encounters. This ranges
from confidence, enthusiasm and assertiveness
at one extreme to passivity, depression, and
withdrawal at the other.

(3) The individual further brings a sense of
their personal market opportunities. This is a
perception, based largely on experiences in their
recent past, as to what sorts of other persons
they could interact with, and how one matches
up in relative power and status attractiveness
vis-a-vis these others.

Each situation has a negotiable or emergent
quality to it. What actually happens in a new
interaction, though, is determined by the
combination of all participants' cultural capital,
emotional energy, and market opportunities.
These factors shape their motivations to deal
with one another, and what sorts of ritual
constructions of reality they are able to carry
out. Ordinarily this takes place in conversations,
which can be vehicles for reaffinning old
relationships, creating new ones, passing old
cultural capital around from one person to
another, as well as creating new cultural capital
out of the content of the interaction itself. Each
incident in an IR chain, then, recycles and
reshapes cultural capital and emotional energy,
according to what kind of relationship is
enacted, and it adds further to each person's
sense of their market opportunities.

the notable creators are not isolates, but came
through network positions in which they re-
ceived the best possible intellectual resources.
And the kind of creative product that is
successful cannot be "off the wall" in a distant
intellectual space, but emerges out of past ideas,
even though it must make some break with it.

Emotional energy is the feature of creativity
that has usually been studied psychologically.
(See summary of studies in Collins, 1975:
273-4). Creative persons have a high motivation
to be innovative in a recognized area, to be a
leader in their field. They have high confidence
in their own abilities, and hence are willing to
set their sights high. "Emotional energy," too,
is a good description of the surge of "creative
impulse" that comes upon these persons when
they are doing their best work, that enables them
to achieve intense periods of concentration. It is
this feeling of creative ideas seeming to fiow
spontaneously that has been poetically labelled
by such mythological entities as the "muses" or
"daemons" of the Greeks.

Note, though, that emotional energy alone is
not enough: in the absence of sufficient cultural
capital and related network position in an
intellectual community, creative enthusiasm is
more likely a prelude to frustrated ambitions and
failure of recognition.

There are some complexities here. The
emotional energy specific to creative intellectual
fields is not the same as the confidence and
aggressiveness of persons in other areas. It is
not the same as the emotional energy of the
successful politician or the business entrepre-
neur, of the sociability star or the sexual
hot-shot. Each of these is specific to a particular
kind of social market, where the opportunities
are especially good for certain people's particu-
lar kinds of cultural capital and emotional
energy. There are distinctive kinds of cultural
capital and hence of related emotional energy
for intellectual networks; and there are further
specificities among fields, so that conditions
that make someone creative in geology will
usually serve them little in literature or mathe-
matics or music.

Micro-processes of Intellectual Creativity

Creativity is a particularly striking version of
this process. Cultural capital is crucial for
intellectual innovators. It is easy to show that

Intellectuals' Network Position

Another complexity: creative intellectuals are
introverts, not extroverts. Intellectual creativity
is not done in group situations, but by working
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alone, usually for many hours of the day. There
is evidence, too, that future creative persons had
considerable isolation in childhood, in which
they learned to get pleasure from their own
thoughts and activities. We may understand this
from the point of view of Durkheimian theory of
realilty-construction: highly focussed group in-
teractions tend to ritualize the ideas whicli are
talked about, making them into symbols of
group membership and thus enforcing comform-
ity rather than individual innovation. Generally
speaking, the more extroverted a person and the
more group-centered their daily experiences, the
more likely their ideas are to be clich6s. It is
only because intellectuals can break the imme-
diate influence of the group that they can
creatively engage in constructing new realities.

We seem now to have met a contradiction. On
the one hand, intellectuals are tied to social
networks; on the other, they must be isolates if
they are to escape the conformist pressures of
interaction rituals. This is resolved, partly, by a
temporal flow of isolation and contact: intellec-
tuals must withdraw into privacy to do their
work, but contacts are important beforehand to
provide the idea-ingredients, the cultural capital;
and afterwards, for validation and transmission
of the ideas into the intellectual marketplace
(thereby affecting the individual's sense of their
market position and their degree of confidence
in what they are doing). An additional feature is
that intellectuals, even when they are working in
physical isolation, are not necessarily in intellec-
tual isolation. Since the rise of written commu-
nications (as well as highly structured interac-
tions such as university lectures and seminars)
it is possible for an individual to have social
contacts with the relevant intellectual network,
but on their own terms. This is done by their
reading and writing (which always involves an
imaginary audience). These activities transmit
cultural capital, and a sense of market position,
without being subject to the overwhelmingly
ritualized pressures for conformity experienced
in the face-to-face group.

Nevertheless, networks are extremely impor-
tant for creative intellectuals. There is a strong
tendency for them to be linked together in
chains of teachers and students of approximately
equal eminence. We can interpret this as passing
along the highest quality cultural capital, as well
as giving what might be called "ambition
models" which build up the emotional energy of
the younger. Innovators typically come from the
major intellectual centers (such as leading
universities in a given field), at the historical
times which provide them with favorable market
opportunities. And the creative leaders of a field
often form a circle of friends or acquaintances.
It takes a balance between the presence of
introverts with private work habits and great

personal independence, set into networks which
provide a high degree of transmission of the
conditions needed for success: the cultural
capital, emotional energy, and favorable market
opportunities.

Rivalry in the Intellectual Field

There are some other features of networks that
are important for creativity. I would suggest
there is structurally room for only a limited
number of creative intellectuals of high emi-
nence in a field at one time. (I have referred to
this elsewhere as "the law of small numbers:"
Collins, 1986). Hence the "market opportuni-
ties" are constrained by one's rivals in the
competitive field. What counts as creative by
being socially validated in the intellectual
network, is determined not merely by individual
background traits (one's personal supply of
cultural capital, emotionai energy, and the
configuration of privacy insulation and network
location), but also by the unfolding of the
structure of opportunities for everyone else in
the field at that time. What is relevant is not just
one person's Interaction Ritual Chain, but the
totality of such chains that makes up the
intellectual field.

Macro-location of Creativity Networks

We see, then, that the micro features of
individual creativity are embedded in a larger
macro structure. Creativity is individual and
emergent, and even requires a high degree of
periodic withdrawal into privacy away from
direct social infiuences. But the ingredients of
creativity, in culture, motivation, and recogni-
tion, are patterned in a circle of considerable
radius.

A simple way to illustrate the importance of
the macro side is to notice that particular kinds
of creativity are clustered in time and space: i.e.
they take place a particular points in history.
The case of German Idealism in philosophy, for
example, which I will analyze at some length:
not only was this concentrated in Germany (and
had a main center at Jena-Weimar), but it was
an outpouring of creativity, radically different
than what went before, packed into the period
1780-1820. This is approximately the length of
a generation, but the factors that made for
creativity at this time are not connected with a
particular stage of the individual life-cycle: at
the height of the movement in the 1790s, Kant
was a creative oldster in his 70s, while Schelling
was a Wunderkind of barely 20; Fichte, Hegel,
Schopenhauer and other figures did their
creative work at ages varying from early
adulthood to late middle age. It is as if these
individuals, at various times in their life spans.
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intersected with a situation of cuUural capital,
market opportunities, and resulting emotional
energies; whatever their personal ages, those
who were connected in the right way had a
creative upsurge, that lasted as long as those
conditions lasted.

It has often been noticed that creativity clus-
ters this way in particular "Golden Ages." The
usual macro explanations, though, are weak. One
popular formulation is to refer to the "Zeitgeist,"
the spirit of the age; but this only labels the prob-
lem, not explains it. A more penetrating hypoth-
esis is a macro-reductionism, like that of Marx-
ians and others, which asserts that ideas refiect
the larger structure of the society, especially its
mode of economic production. But this is plainly
inadequate. What is distinctive about the ideas
produced by intellectuals is that they come from
a specialized community, based on institutions
which give it the autonomy to break away from
the discourse of everyday life. On the other hand,
intellectual communities do have a historical lo-
cation in the larger macro-structure of society.
The best theory should integrate several layers of
causation: from the largest macro structures, on
down to the micro experiences of intellectuals'
own creativity.

Multi-level Determinism/

It is possible to study the internal structure of the
intellectual world as the locus of a two-fold so-
cial causation of ideas: on one level, there is a
competitive social network for the appropriation
and elaboration of intellectual capital; on another
level, the existence of this network depends upon
larger institutional conditions in the surrounding
society. Thus we arrive at a multi-level theory of
the social determinism of ideas, which attempts
to do justice to both the intellectually "internal-
ist" view of the history of ideas, and to "external-
ist" sociologies. But external social conditions,
though operative at one level, do not constitute a
simple reductionism to the economic or other
large-scale characteristics of society; the internal
network mediates between these conditions and
the actual production of ideas. This same internal
network rescues philosophy from the merely free-
fioating infiuences and creations of sheer intel-
lectual history; I will attempt to show that there
is a causal structure both in the internal trans-
mission of ideas as cultural capital, and in the
impulses of human motivational energy which
result in creativity. The structure of the network
is competitive, structuring creativity through con-
fiict of opposing intellectual factions; at the same
time, it limits the number of different positions
that can achieve eminence at any one time. It is
the result of maneuvering for success within these
networks that we read, retrospectively, as the
history of philosophical ideas.

I will attempt to demonstrate this theory by
analyzing the creativity that made up German
Idealist philosophy. Section (A) will consider
the social network that made up the intellectual
community, and the place of crucial individuals
within it. The full micro-detail cannot of course
be recovered in retrospective historical materials
of this sort, but the pattern of actual intellectual
and personal interactions can be approximately
described. The philosophies whicii make up
German Idealism were concentrated in a rela-
tively short unit of time and space. All of the
major intellectual works were produced between
1780 and 1820, with an aftermath of elabora-
tions and disciples dominating in the 1820s and
fading in the 1830s and 40s. The major figures
in this movement were tightly connected in
networks of intellectual infiuence and personal
contact. Their philosophical creativity can be
understood as tiieir strategic maneuvering with
the energies and capital given by the structure of
opportunities in that field.

(Section B) The existence of those networks
at that time is due to a second level of causation.
These intellectuals' careers required material
conditions of support by employment and for the
transmission of ideas, which were provided by
educational and government institutions, and by
the world of literary consumption. The period
from 1790 to 1810 in particular was a time of
major changes in these supporting conditions. It
was the period of crisis and reform in the
educational system, culminating in establish-
ment of the modem university. Kant, Fichte,
and other Idealists were leading figures in the
movement for university reform, and the
motivational energy to produce their philoso-
phies refiects at least partially these conditions
of organizational politics surrounding the intel-
lectual world.

(Section C) This is also the period of the French
revolution and the Napoleonic wars. Not only
did some of the content of Idealism reflect rev-
olutionary themes, but more importantly, the po-
litical events played a crucial role in opening the
purely intellectual opportunities whicji attracted
the Idealist creativity. For these political and mil-
itary upheavals, by threatening and then tempo-
rarily defeating autlioritarian government in north-
em Germany, cracked the imposed religious
orthodoxy, and allowed a variety of new philo-
sophical statements on religious topics. This will
be shown by comparisons, to Germany before
and after the period of the political and religious
upheaval, and to the course of philosophy in other
countries.

(A) THE PATTERN OF PHILOSOPHICAL
PRODUCTION
Consider first the clustering of published works
in time. The start of the Idealist movement was
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the publication in 1781 of Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason. Kant proposed a "Copemican
Revolution" in philosophy by showing that the
"thing in itself" is never known, except through
the subjective categories of the understanding;
and that the validity of science is guaranteed not
by correspondence of ideas to their objects but a
priori through the categories themselves. The
work attracted little attention at first, and Kant
restated the doctrine several times (1783, 1785)
in more popular form. In 1786 came the first
major public recognition in articles by Reinhold
in a popular literary magazine. A full-blown
Kantian movement followed, with textbooks by
Reinhold and interpretations by Maimon in the
early 1790s, and in 1796 an important introduc-
tion by Beck to Kant's collected writings.
(There were also numerous minor commentators
not mentioned here.) Kant himself was very
active during this period, publishing his impor-
tant critiques of practical reason and of

Figure 1. KANT AND KANTIANS

judgment (i.e. of ethics, aesthetics, and teleol-
ogy) in 1788 and 1790; and a dozen books in the
1790s, cashing in on his fame to state his
position on religion, world peace, eductional
reform, and other political questions.

Opponents of Kant's position also immedi-
ately appeared. F.H. Jacobi quickly followed
Reinhoid's favorable reviews with a critique of
Kant in 1787. Jacobi was Kant's major rival for
the attention of the philosophical public; Jacobi
had created a sensation by his 1785 book
popularizing Spinoza's doctrine, which had
been buried for 120 years. Spinoza and Kant,
the "dogmatic" determinist metaphysical sys-
tem vs. the "critical" subjectivism, became the
two poles of German philosophy. Kant's
doctrine continued to be critiqued throughout
the period of his popularity (and without having
any effect on its popularity) from a variety of
angles: from the point of view of religious
orthodoxy (Jacobi), scepticism (Schulze), histor-

1781
1783
1785

1786
1788

1789
1790

1791
1793
1794

1795
1796

1797
1798
1799

KANT Critique of Pure Reason
Kant Prologomena to any Future Metaphysics
Kant Metaphysical Grounds of Natural Science
Schmid introduces Kantian philosophy to Jena, founds Allgemeine Literatur Zeitung
Reinhold "Letters on Kant's Philosophy" in Deutscher Mercur makes Kant famous
KANT Critique of Practical Reason
Reinhold becomes professor of philosophy at Jena
REINHOLD, textbook on Kantian philosophy
KANT Critique of Judgment
Maimon Toward a Transcendental Philosophy
Reinhold book on Kantian philosophy
Kant Religion within the Bounds of Pure Reason
Maimon Toward a New Logic
Fichte succeeds Reinhold at Jena
Kant On Perceptual Peace
Beck "The Only Possible Standpoint for Judging the Critical Philosophy":

(introduction to Kant's collected writings)
Kant Metaphysical Grounds of Law and Virtue
Kant The Quarrel of the Faculties
Bouterwek Apodictik

(psychological version of Kant)
1801 KRUG Organon of Philosophy

(psychological version of Kant and Fichte)
1803 Fries Reinhold, Fichte and Schelling

(eclectic psychology)
1804 death of Kant at age 80

Krug succeeds to Kant's chair at Koenigsberg
1805 Fries Knowledge, Faith, and Intimation

(psychological version of Kant and Jacobi)
1807 FRIES New or Anthropological Critique of Reason

(psychologizes Kant)
Fries Fichte's Newest Doctrine (critique)

1811 FRIES System of Logic
1813 Fries System of Theoretical Physics
1820 Fries Psychic Anthropology

(psychologizes Kant)
1822 Fries Die mathematische Naturphilosophie

(critique of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1827 Krug Handbookof Phil. Science

(psychological version of Kant and Fichte)

Note: NAMES IN CAPITALS INDICATE MAJOR WORKS.
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ical development (Herder), aesthetic sentiments
(Hamann). As later versions of idealism devel-
oped, opposing doctrines were regularly pub-
lished in close temporal proximity, especially by
Herbart (who took a realist stance against the
Idealists), Fries (a later Kantian who tied the
doctrine to the exact sciences and to psychol-
ogy, against the Idealists), as well as tJie aging
Jacobi and his followers.

The real takeoff of Idealism began with the
publication of Fichte's Science of Knowledge in
1794. Kant had sent out in 1781 to ban
metaphysics, eliminating speculation over the
unknowable thing-in-itself in favor of a science
of phenomenal appearances. Fichte eliminated
the thing-in-itself entirely by reducing every-
thing to the activities of mind or self, an active
agency prior to any of the distinctions of
plurality, time, and space which emerge only
after the imposition of the categories. Fichte set
off a flamboyant wave of metaphysical construc-
tions: in his own work operating through a series
of dialectical contradictions in the primal self (it
posits a world of not-self by which it is limited,
etc.) which are resolved by further positings,
contradictions, and so on. Fichte rapidly became
the center of intellectual attention, and was both
critiqued and supported, especially by the
Romantics, a literary circle that fiourished
around 1798-1801. Fichte himself published
prolifically over the next 15 years, but largely
on topics of popular controversy: the French
revolution German political and religions crisis,
and educational reform. Fichte's religious
doctrine, like Kant's, was decidedly unortho-
dox. But whereas Kant reduced religion to
ethical practice, Fichte, since his philosophy
made the entire world into a phenomenon of
spirit, acquired an enthusiastic tone of establish-
ing an entirely new religion, blending humani-
tarian political reform with universal spiritual
enlightenment. This was assailed by orthodox

Christians, while the middle ground was taken
by the theologian Schleiermacher (1799-1803),
who used Romanticist enthuisiasm to combat
Enlightenment rationalism.

Further splits began to emerge in the Idealist
ranks. Kant himself, whose rationalism was
much closer to the Enlightenment and science
than to the pan-Idealism of Fichte, repudiated
Fichte's doctrines in 1799, and later Kantian
followers such as Fries went into opposition. A
more important split came with Schelling.
Originally one of Fichte's disciplines, Schelling
in the late 1790s attempted to fill in the missing
side of Fichte's doctrine, an explanation of
nature, which Fichte treated merely abstractly as
a dialectical moment of the self, the Not-I. In
1797ff., Schelling expounded his Natur-
philosophie, which took the appearance of
things in the mind as the actual things, derived
from the unconscious creative (intuitive) faculty
of the ego. Thus the laws of science are mental
(and metaphysical) laws. Just as in Fichte there
is a dialectic of consciousness positing and
resolving oppositions, in Schelling the world of
nature and what appears as objects are dynamic
processes based on attraction and repulsion.
Schelling applied this doctrine to all the fields of
empirical science, with prime examples from
magnetism and electricity (then areas of exciting
new scientific discoveries by Galvani, Volta,
and others). Chemistry was theorized around the
qualitative polarity of acids and bases; mechan-
ics as quantitative oppositions of forces; biolog-
ical life as the unrestricted struggle of these
forces. The universe itself is a world Soul, a
unity of mutually confiicting forces; in astron-
omy, the cosmos was theorized as the periodic
expansion and contraction of the Urmaterie
(primary matter).

Schelling's Naturphilosophie attracted many
followers among German scientists, from the
early 1800s through the 1820s. It included work

Figure 2. OPPONENTS OF KANT AND IDEALISTS

1785 JACOBI: On Spinoza's Doctrine
1787 Jacobi Idealism and Reason, a Dialogue (critique of Kant)
1792 Schulze Anesidemus (scepticism)
1799 Herder Metacritique of the Critique of Pure Reason
1801 SCHULZE Critique of Theoretical Philosophy

Hamann critical review of Kant
1802 Jacobi treatise criticizing Kant's critique of reason
1806 HERBART Mainpoints of Metaphysics
1808 Herbart General Practical Philosophy
1810 Koeppen (disciple of Jacobi) critique of Kantians
1811 Jacobi Of Holy Things and their Revelation

(critique of Schelling)
1813 HERBART Introduction to Philosophy
1816 Herbart Textbook on Psychology
1819 death of Jacobi at 76
1824 Herbart Psychology as Science
1825 Beneke Psychological Sketches (disciple of Herbart)
1832 Beneke Textbook of Psychology as Natural Science (associational psych.)
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in comparative anatomy and mineralogy by
Oken, and affected biological research even
among scientists who later returned to the
materialist fold. Schelling himself, however,
had moved on to other positions. Following the
lead of the dramatist and historian Schiller, who
had developed a Kantian interpretation of art
and poetry (1793-95), Schelling in 1800 (the
height of the Romantic movement) converted to
Aesthetic Idealism. The aesthetic faculty is now
regarded as unifying all the other faculties of
mind (rational, moral, intuitive), and hence the
ultimate metaphysical reality could be directly
perceived through the eyes of the artist,
including in the perception of physical nature in
its aesthetic aspects. It was this doctrine, spread
by the English poet Coleridge, who visited
Germany about this time, that Idealism became
popular abroad: affecting the Romantic poets
Shelly and Keats in England, and later the New
England Transcendentalists. Schelling rapidly
(1801-1803) added a religious dimension to
what he now called Absolute Idealism, giving a
theological interpretation to his doctrines of
nature and of aesthetic intuition. Schelling
ceased publication after 1809, though he
continued to lecture on the history of mythol-
ogy, as a poetic unfolding of the nature of God
and hence of the cosmos. Schelling's religious
phase, too, found disciplines, especially von
Baader in the 1820s.

Hegel enters the scene relatively late. His first
important work, in 1801, was an article in a
journal he edited jointly with Schelling, pointing
out the difference between Fichte's and Schell-
ing's systems, and precipitating a break between
them, in 1807 Hegel published his Phenomenol-
ogy of Spirit, which develops Fichte's dialectics
as applied to the historical development of the
world spirit, especially in the form of social
forms. In 1812-1816, Hegel's Logic and its
extension in his Encyclopedia of Philosophical
Science (1817) spelled out his system in
scholastic detail, and in 1821 his last published
work applied the system to law and the state in
The Philosophy of Right. Hegel dominated the
intellectual scene fo the 1820s, although his
creative work was over. His own lectures on the
history of philosophy, art, politics (indeed, of
everything) were posthumously published in the
1830s by his students. Elsewhere, there was
work mainly by disciples of Schelling, as well
as the ratiier neglected opposition of psy-
chologists (Herbert et al.).'

' A wing of German philosophy after about 1800
turned the themes of its predecessors into psychological
doctrines, moving away from metaphysical constructions
in the direction of an empirical science of the contents of
consciousness. Earlier figures in this movement (Bouterwek
1799, 1806, Krug 1801, Fries 1803, 1805) eclectically

Hegel's one creative rival within the Idealist
camp was Schopenhauer. Younger than the
other Idealists, he published his own critique of
Kant in 1813, developed Goethe's theory of
colors in 1816, and produced his system The
World as Will and Idea in 1819. In opposition to
Hegel's historicism and progressivism,
Schopenhauer interpreted the world as an
endless, futile striving of the will (the thing-in-
itself), with the only relief to be attained
through the realm of Platonic Ideas. Schopenhau-
er's pessimism advocated a kind of mystical
renunciation modelled after Hindu reiigion;
although this became popular after the time of
Schopenhauer's death in 1860, it attracted no
attention at all when it first appeared, or during
the Hegel-dominated 1820s and 1830s.

Hegel's own disciples made no published
impact until after his death. The so-called "old
Hegelians" (or "right Hegelians") were primar-
ily historical scholars, rather than constructive
metaphysicians; and their works, especially in
the 1840s and 50s (Trendelenburg, Zeller,
Erdmann, Kuno Fischer) dominated the scholar-
ship of the history of philosophy itself. Hegel's
more creative followers, the "Young Hegelians"
or "Left Hegelians" who emerged in the mid
1830s and early 1840s, were iconoclasts who
began the overthrow of idealism itself by their
historicizing interpretations of Christianity. David
Strauss's Life of Jesus created a scandal in 1835
by interpreting Jesus as a particular phase of the
development of the world spirit; Bruno Bauer
produced another scandal in 1840 by declaring
the gospels mythical and reducing Christianity
to a progressive elevation of humanity; and
Feuerbach (1841) and Marx and Engels (1843-46)
completed the transition to a full-fledged
materialism. (Marx was in a sense the most
loyal of the Hegelians, retaining the Fichtean
dialectic.) This movement of dissolution within
the Hegelian camp itself—the more orthodox
losing creativity and becoming intellectual
historians, the radicals overturning idealism by
historical critique—coincided with a more
general attack on Idealism in the German
intellectual world of the 1840s. Leading physi-
cal scientists (Helmholtz, Bruecke, DuBois-
Reymond, Ludwig) aggressively repudiated
Schellingian Naturphilosophie in the name of

compiled elements from the various Idealists, and their
opponents as well, into a set of mental capacities (such as
knowledge, faith, intimation—the title of Fries' 1805
work). The later tendency (Herbart 1816, 1824, Beneke
1825, 1832, Fries 1820) was to turn philosophy into
empirical psychology, although only in principle, without
actually doing any empirical research. This went on as a
minor theme of opposition through the entire period
without disturbing the Idealist dominance.
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materialist science. In philosophy the mood
turned against metaphysics.

The Idealist epoch was over. It had seen all its
major creative statements in the period 1781-1819
(or even 1794-1819, if we omit Kant's earlier
work, which was critical rather than Idealist).
The 1820s, although the time when Idealism
was at its peak of domination, was nevertheless
a time of routine "normal science") rather than
creativity.

Networks of Personal Connections

The Idealists were closely connected by per-
sonal acquaintance. The major exception is
Kant, the founder or forerunner of the move-
ment, who was isolated at Koenigsburg his
entire life, 300 miles east of Berlin. The main
intellectual center of Germany since the 1770s
was the court at Weimar, physically in the
center of Germany, where Goethe was the
presiding intellectual; Herder was the principal
church official; Schiller was appointed professor
of history at the University of Jena, a mere 10
miles away across the hills, close enough for an
evening's excursion (actually a patronage posi-
tion to support his play writing). The leading
literary critic Wieland published his magazine at
Weimar, and it was here that Kant's work was
first publicized by Reinhold in 1786. In 1788
Reinhold became professor of philosophy at
Jena, joining Schmid who had introduced
Kantian philosophy there, and where Schuetz
and Hufeland had in 1785 founded the Al-
legerneine Literatur Zeitung to publicize the
Kantian viewpoint.

In 1791, Fichte, a former Jena theology
graduate who had been a tutor in various psirts of
Germany, heard about Kant while in Leipzig,
and walked all the way to Koenigsberg to see
him. Kant recommended Fichte's first book.
Critique of Revelation, to his own publisher;
when it appeared in 1792, at first omitting the
author's name, it was initially mistaken for a
work of Kant's (since Kant's own writings on
religion were expected, and appeared the
following year as Religion within the Bounds of
Mere Reason.) This sponsorship made Fichte
famous, and he was appointed to succeed
Reinhold at Jena in 1794. Jena-Weimar thus
became the organizational center not only of the
Kantians but of the entire Idealist and Romanti-
cist movement. Schiller wrote there his aesthetic
doctrines; Schelling and Hegel arrived, after
tutoring jobs, respectively as Extraordinarius
(associate professor) and privatdozent (lecturer)
in 1798 and 1801. Schelling, Hegel, and the
poet Holderlin had been students together at
Tuebingen University in the early 1790s, where
they converted to Kantianism; Fichte himself
visited Schelling in 1795, who passed his

enthusiasm for Fichte along to Hegel, and
eventually brought Hegel to Jena. The Romantic
circle around the Schlegels and their wives lived
in Weimar during 1798-1799 (as well in
Dresden, 100 miles to the east); Schelling was
close not only to them (and to Goethe), but
participated in one of their scandals when
August Schlegel's wife Caroline divorced him
(in 1803) to marry Schelling.^

In 1799, Fichte was accused of advocating
atheism, and left Jena. The Romantic circle
moved to Berlin and was joined for a while by
Fichte, as well as by Schliermacher, who was a
prominent preacher at the Prussian court. After
this point, Berlin gradually began to displace
Jena as the prime center. Fichte remained there
most of tiie time, delivering his famous
Addresses to the German Nation in 1807 at the
Berlin Academy of Sciences, to an audience
which included Wilhelm von Humboldt. In
1809, von Humboldt, as part of the Prussian
reform government, founded the University of
Berlin, naming Fichte as Professor of philoso-
phy, as well as its first rector in 1810.
Schliermacher simultaneously became Professor
of theology. After Fichte's death in 1814, his
chair was filled (after war-related delays) in
1818 by Hegel, who presided over Berlin
intellectually life until his death in 1831.

The Jena-Weimar circle gradually broke up in
the early 1800s. It is after Fichte left in 1799
that Schelling broke with him intellectually; in
1803 he went to Wurtzburg University in
Bavaria to become full professor, then in 1809
left the universities entirely to join the Bavarian
Academy of Science in Munich (finally making
it back into the Berlin mainstream in his old age,
in 1841-46). Hegel remained at Jena until 1806,
writing his Phenomenology of Spirit there; then
went in search of livelihood: as a magazine
editor in Bahnberg for two years, headmaster of

^ The Romantic school was a brief movement between
1798 and 1801. It was known for works of young
novelists Tieck, Wackenroder, and especially Novalis,
during 1797 to 1800: with an emphasis on a dreamy
religious faith in aii idealized Middle Ages. The
movement organizationally was held together around the
brothers Schlegel. The older brother August Wilhelm
Schlegel (1767-1845), like his brother, was a minor
poet, and more prominently a literary critic; he provided
the major success of the Romanticist movement in his
translations of Shakespeare (1797-1810). Friedrich
Schlegei (1772-1829) was the firebrand of the move-
ment, whose 1799 novel Lucinde popularized Fichte's
idealism in intellectually watered-down form, as well as
advocating the sexual rights of women. Their main
organizational contribution was their journal, the Athe-
naeum, published 1797-1800; also their home was a
gathering place, and a sort of Bohemian colony which
attracted scandalous talk for its sexual libertarianism.
Later the Romantics moved sharply to the Right.
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Figure 3. IDEALISTS AND ROMANTICISTS

1791 Fichte walks to Koenigsberg to see Kant
1792 Fichte Critique of Revelation
1793 Schiller On the Sublime

(aesthetic interpretation of Kant)
1794 FICHTE Science of Knowledge

Fichte becomes professor at Jena
1795 SCHILLER The Aesthetical Education of Man
1796 Fichte Natural Law

Schiller On Naive and Sentimental Poetry
1797 SCHELLING Philosophy of Nature
1798 Fichte System of Ethics

Schelling The World Soul
1798-1800 Romanticist bohemian circle at Jena and Berlin
1799 SCHELLING System der Naturphilosophie

SCHLEIERMACHER On the Cultured Despisers of Religion
Freidrich Schlegel Lucinde (novel)
Friedrich and August Schlegel, articles in Atheneum
Fichte dismissed from Jena in atheism controversy

1800 Fichte The Vocation of Man
SCHELLING System of Transcendental Idealism

(Schelling converts to aesthetic idealism)
Schleiermacher Monologues
death of Novalis

1801 Hegel "Difference between Fichte and Schelling's Systems"
(precipitates break between Fichte and Schelling)

Fichte The Closed Industrial State
(advocates state socialism)

1801-1803 SCHELLING system of absolute idealism
1803 Schleiermacher Critique of Recent Moral Teachings
1804 Krause (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1805 Fichte On the Nature of the Scholar

death of Schiller
1806 Fichte Characteristics of the Present Age

Fichte The Way to a Blessed Life
Freidrich Schlegel Philosophical Lectures

(on Fichtean system)
Steffens (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
Schubert (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
Bouterwek Aesthetics

(psychological version of Fichte and Schelling)
Schelling "The True Relation of the Philosophy of Nature to the Improved Doctrine of Fichte"

(public split with Fichte; private break in 1801)
1807 HEGEL Phenomenology of Spirit
1807-08 Fichte Addresses to the German Nation

(delivered in Berlin under French occupation)
1808 Friedrich Schlegel converts to Catholicism
1809 SCHELLING The Nature of Human Freedom

Oken (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1810 GOETHE Theory of Colors

Fichte becomes first rector of University of Berlin
1811 Krause (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1812 HEGEL Logic

Schelling reply to Jacobi's criticisms
1813 Schopenhauer Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason
1814 death of Fichte at 54
1815 Solger (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1816 Schopenhauer On Vision and Colors
1817 HEGEL Encyctopcdia (subsequent editions through 1830)

Solger (disciple of Schelling's naturphilosophie)
1818 Hegel becomes professor at Berlin
1819 SCHOPENHAUER The World as Will and Representation (subsequent editions 1844, 1859)
1821 HEGEL Philosophy of Right
1822 Baader (disciple of Schelling)
1825 Krause (disciple of Schelling)
1827 Baader (disciple of Schelling's religious philosophy)
1828 Krause (disciple of Schelling)
1820s Hegel lecturesof history of culture, politics, philosophy
1820s-1840s Schelling lectures on history of religions
1831 death of Hegel at 61
1854 death of Schelling at 79
1860 death of Schopenhauer at 72
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a Gymnasium (elite secondary school) at
Numberg for 8 years, finally becoming profes-
sor at Heidelberg in 1816 (succeeding Fries,
who went to Jena), 2 years before his invitation
to Berlin.

The opposition. The opposition to the Kantians
and Idealists also tended to have their own
centers. Jacobi was a government civil servant,
not a university teacher. He was somewhat
isolated at Dusseldorf on the lower Rhine,
though he knew Goethe personally, whom he
converted to Spinozaism, along with other
intellectual luminaries of the 1770s such as
Lessing. In the 1790s Jacobi moved to Munich,
where he was President of the Academy of
Sciences 1804-1812. It was during this period
that Schelling moved to Munich, in effect
joining a opposition center to the Jena-Berlin
"main line." The other major German univer-
sity of the time was Gottingen; since the 1770s,
it was the location not only of an important
nationalist school of poets and critics, but of the
leading movement in modem scholarship, ap-
plied especially to the history of languages. The
important critics of Kant in the 1790s included
Schulze, professor at Helmstedt, a small univer-
sity in the north, who eventually (1810) moved
to Gottingen; a little later (1799, 1806) another
Gottingen professor, Bouterwek produced a
psychological version of Kant. (Psychological
interpretations were a kind of half-way house,
compromising between the out-and-out Idealists
and scientific materialists). The most important
later opponent of the Idealists, Herbart, was a
Jena student of the early 1790s, for a while a
tutor, then privatdozent at Gottingen 1802-1808,
when his first oppositional writings appeared;
then went to Konigsburg to fill Kant's presti-
geous chair 1809-1832, finally returning to
Gottingen. Konigsburg had become another
oppositional center, with Kant's chair filled in
1804 by Krug, another psychological interpreta-
tor of the master.

Schopenhauer was associated, although less
intimately, with both camps. His mother had
moved to Weimar and associated with literary
circles there, although a little belatedly
(Schopenhauer arrived there in 1807, after the
old Weimar circle had largely broken up), and
Schopenhauer was exposed to Goethe^, whose
work on colors he followed up in 1816, and

' Goethe, who was already famous before the
beginning of the Idealist movement, remained aloof from
the Romantic and Idealist doctrines, since he was an
adherent of Enlightenment rationalism and religious
scepticism. Nevertheless in 1810 he joined forces with
Naturphilosophie in publishing his theory of colors,
opposing the mechanistic and materialist theories of
French and English scientists, and proposing instead a
qualitative theory.

made a favorable impression on the aging
Wieland, whose journal had launched the
Kantian movement 25 years before. By this time
the Jena circle had broken up entirely;
Schopenhauer studied at Gottingen 1809-10
under the old oppositional critic Schulze, then in
1811 heard Fichte lecture in Berlin; he presented
his dissertation for his degree at Jena in 1813
(somewhat quirkily, as if to identify himself
with the old movement), then made his abortive
attempt to establish himself as a privatdozent at
Berlin in 1820 and intermittently during the rest
of Hegel's life. Schopenhauer conceived of
himself as Hegel's antithesis, and he is famous
for attempting to lecture at the same time as
Hegel. Usually there were no listeners at all,
sometimes one or two (Kaufmann, 1966:
227-30). Though Hegel initially had attracted
only modest numbers of pupils, his fame grew
to overwhelming proportions in the 1820s. By
the time of his death in 1831, Hegel's
disciplines dominated the Berlin center. At that
point, Schopenhauer gave up his personal
vendetta, and retired to Franlcfurt, never to
lecture again. His fame would come only in his
old age, in a different intellectual epoch.

Theory Group Stages

Does this material fit the theoretical model
developed by Mullins and Griffith of the
theory-group structure underlying intellectual
change? The model was developed empirically
to fit the group of molecular biologists respon-
sible for the DNA revolution in mid-20th
century (Griffith and Mullins, 1972) and a
number of theory groups within mid-century
American sociology (Mullins, 1973), and has
been applied to Leibniz and his followers in the
calculus (Collins andRestivo, 1983). According
to this model:

(1) the first stage is an isolated paradigm
innovation within the context of a long-standing
normal science of a prior paradigm. This
describes Kant's work of the 1780s.

(2) Next comes the network stage, in which
an organizational leader appears alongside the
intellectual leader, and develops a research and
training center to propagate and develop the
doctrine. The organizational leader is clearly
Fichte, and the research and training center is
Jena University and to some extent nearby
Weimar. Reinhold provides the orthodox Kantian
textbook. Mullins estimates from his data that
this stage lasts from 4 to 14 years; one could
take this as the 5 years Fichte was at Jena
(1794-1799), or the 11 years from the time
Reinhold arrived in 1788 until the departure of
Fichte.

(3) In the cluster stage, the network continues
to grow, and hence divides into an informal core
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cluster of 7-25 members and a larger periphery.
Students of the founders now produce work of
their own, and more research centers appear.
Secondary materials are written commenting on
the movement and engaging in critique. This
would describe the period from 1800 to 1810 or
1820. A Berlin center appears alongside Jena;
students and proteges such as Schelling, Hegel,
Fries, and Herbart develop their own theories
and move away from Jena to other sites. Fichte
once again acts as the successful organizational
leader, instrumental in founding the University
of Berlin and becoming its first head, and even
having his own position filled posthumously by
the philosopher whose work is most closely a
development of his own, Hegel.

(4) In the final specialty stage, work becomes
routine, and intellectual successes no longer
attract much attention. It has become "normal
science." This describes the period after 1815 or
1820, when the two main branches of Idealisni,
Hegel's historical dialectic and Schelling's
Naturphilosophie, are well established (and
particularly the latter) spread out through the
German intellectual world, not relying on any
particular center. Hegel's works (the Logic of
1812ff, the Enclopedia of 1817) are the
textbooks (in this case, highly pedantic and
scholastic ones) which MuUins predicts for this
stage. MuUins gives ho specific time-period for
the first and last stages, since they are more
diffusely organized and less determinate in
length: in this case, the initial stage is moderate
(ca. 7-13 years), and the last stage is approxi-
mately 20 years (from about 1815 or 1820 until
1835 or 1840.)

There are a number of features in the case of
German Idealism that do not appear in Mullins'
model.

(a) Attacks by rivals do not wait for the
cluster (3rd) stage, but appear from the
beginning. The Mullins model is not confiictual
enough, treating theory groups in isolation from
their surroundings (especially each other). The
intellectual field develops by simultdneous
unfolding of rival positions. Jacobi, the founder
of the opposition to Kant, produces the first
anti-Kantian critique in 1787, almost simulta-
neously with its first widespread recognition.
This shows us that intellectual critiques have
little or no effect on the content of a theory, as
long as it is based on a movement that is
growing. Critiques are structurally a part of the
intellectual field, but though they serve to
sharpen the identity of a movement, their
content is ignored: part of the sense in which a
Kuhnian "paradigm" is immune to negative
input while it is still socially "alive."

Moreover, Jacobi was no mere by-stander,
but a rival defending his own position: in 1785,
4 years after Kant's Critique and before Kant

began to gain recognition, Jacobi published his
famous treatment of Spinoza, which became the
main rival doctrine to the Idealists (although it
also influenced them in some ways, though only
the followers rather than Kant himself). Actu-
ally, Jacobi did not openly endorse Spinoza: he
declared it the only consistent philosophical
position, with its monistic determinism, but
rejected it as incompatible with Christian faith.
Jacobi, who was politically much more conser-
vative than the Idealists, also was something of
an intellectual opportunist. Spinoza, who had
been reputedly an atheist or at least had an
extremely heretical doctrine (i.e. pantheism),
was now resurrected in the liberal religious
context of the 1780s as a possible compromise
between rationalist materialism and religion.
Jacobi thus shared in the publicity from the
intellectual action of the times, without attach-
ing any onus of unconvehtionality to himself
personally.

The opposition continues throughout the
existence of the Idealist school, in all Mullins'
stages. Though never as popular as the Idealists,
it has a structural staying power. It never has a
strongly integrated theory group, nor a rhajor
research and training center comparable to
Jena-Weimar, though Gottingen tends to be a
center for opposition, as is Munich (which was
not only Jacobi's base fiom the 1790s onwards,
but Schelling's after 1809.)

Intellectual and Organizational Splits

(b) Creativity is more confiictual than in the
Mullins model in another aspect as well. The
Idealist movement goes through a series of
splits, with the development of independent and
mutually rivalous doctrines, which become the
basis for independent theory groups. The splits
are most notable at the cluster stage, when
Schelling breaks with Fichte and acquires his
own set of followers (the Naturphilosophie
group), and also moves away from Jena.
Actually there are several splits at this time: the
bohemian Romanticist group, initially followers
of Fichte, became estranged frorh him through
their sexual radicalism and mystical literature
(though they are not strictly speaking a major
intellectual position within philosophy per se);
Schliermacher establishes his own compromise
between orthodox Christianity and idealism,
using the latter to try to recover intellectual
prestige for the former; and Schelling himself
leaves his own flourishing Naturphilosophie
school to lead yet another position, the Aesthetic
idealism already pioneered by Schiller (an
independent member of the Jena-Weimar group
in the early 1790s). Schelling's position also
became strongly identified with a religious
position, albeit a somewhat more heretical one
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than that of Schliermacher. This was part of
Schelling's drift towards conservatism, which is
part of his break with Fichte and Hegel.

One might also argue that the splits had begiin
even earlier, in the network stage. Fichte is not
merely the organizational leader of the Kantians;
his doctrine of 1794 goes far beyond Kant's
critical philosophy (which is a defense of natural
science) to create idealism. Thus one might say
that Fichte produces a revolution in the Kantian
circle, displacing the earlier organizational
leader (Reinhold) at the Jena center. The split is
finally validated in 1799 when Kant publically
disavows Fichte's philosophy.

The creativity of the Idealist period is thus a
series of intellectual and organizational splits, at
both the network and cluster stages. These splits
follow a structural logic. Schematically (Figure
4), one may chart the number of intellectual
factions at different periods: in the 1780s, 2
(Kant and his followers, Jacobi's opposition);
early 1790s, 4 (Kantians, opposition, Fichteans,
and the beginning of Schiller's aesthetic ideal-
ism); late 1790s/tum of the century, 5 (Kantians,
opposition, Fichteans + Romantics as related
group, Schleiermacher's theology, and Schell-
ing's Naturphilosophie); early 1800s-1810: 6
(Kantians, opposition now led by Herbart,
Fichtean school now carried on in technical
philosophy mainly by Hegel, Naturphilophers,

Schelling's aesthetic and religious idealism, and
Schleiermacher's theology); 1810-1820: 3 (psy-
chologists: a merger of remaining Kantians with
the opposition lineage, Fichteans now led by
Hegel, Naturphilosophers). In this last period,
there are 3 other would-be factions which do not
succeed: a fading presence for Schelling's
religious philosophy, Schleiermacher's theology,
and the lack of attention to Schopenhauer's new
dualist position. The same three major factions
exist in the 1820s, until in the 1830s the
Hegelians split into Young and Old Hegelians,
and the other two positions (offshoots of
Schelling) disappeared, preceding the end of the
Idealist school.

The Law of Small Numbers

The pattern over time fits the structural
constraints that I have found to be widespread in
the history of philosophy (Collins, 1986):
successful factions split into their own rivalries,
while weakening factions tend to amalgamate. I
have called this the "law of small numbers,"
which states that in periods of creative intellec-
tual activity, the number of factions is a
minimum of 3, while larger numbers of factions
(6 and above) tend to divide attention too much
and hence drive each other out. Where there is
"room" in the field, intellectual splits are

Figure 4. INTELLECTUAL FACTIONS
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encouraged; while on the side where attention is
cramped, alliances are made. The total oblivi-
ousness that greeted Schopenhauer's master-
piece from its appearance in 1819, until long
after Idealism was dead (i.e. until Schopenhauer
began to gain attention in the 1860s), is due not
to the intellectual merits of his position, but to
his ill luck in coming along when the structure
of the field was already closing down.
Schopenhauer was a victim of the "law of small
numbers."

(B) THE UNIVERSITY REVOLUTION

The internal model of competitive network
structure begs the question: how did this
movement get set off in the first place? The
network dynamics show the process by which
creative developments occur by structural rival-
ries working upon a stock of new cultural
capital. But the initial breakthrough into Ideal-
ism was set off by Kant, who was isolated at the
time; the network follows him, but cannot
explain his own initiating work. More generally,
it remains to be explained why the intellectual
contents of this philosophical movement took
the form it did: elaborating on variants of the
Idealist position, rather than some other philo-
sophical stance.

I will attempt to show that the external
context provides some of the answer. This is not
the entire surrounding society, however, but the
institutional structure which provided the direct
base of support for intellectuals: above all the
German university system. This organization
was undergoing a crisis and reform at precisely
the time of the Idealist movement, and the
philosophers were leaders in the university
reform; their philosophical movement was
motivated, at least initially, as an effort to
improve the organizational position of philo-
sophical careers in the system.

One indication of this is the fact that the
Idealist philosophers are all university profes-
sors: even Schopenhauer, who was unsuccessful
in obtaining a full professorship, nevertheless
was embarked on this career path when he did
his creative work, and was a Privatdozent for a
number of years. This seems unexceptionable,
until we recall that none of the major philoso-
phers since the Scholastics of the 1300s had
been an academic: Descartes was a soldier and
private gentleman, Spinoza a lens-grinder,
Berkeley a churchman, Leibniz a diplomat and
official. Bacon and Locke poiliticians (though
Locke held a fellowship at Oxford early in life,
before his creative period), Hume a diplomat, a
librarian and popular writer, while Voltaire,
Condillac and the other philosophes were
courtiers and salon-society intellectuals. The
Idealist revolution represents the academicizing

of modem philosophy. For most of the 19th
century, moreover, this remained a German
phenomenon. The early 19th century British
philosophers remained outside the university;
James and John Stuart Mill were employed by
the East India Company, and Spencer was a
writer. As we shall see below, when academic
philosophy revives in Britain, and the U.S. late
in the century, it takes the initial form of a
revival of German Idealism, and accompanies
an institutional reform which consisted of
imitating the German university structure. Thus
there is a link between university reform and the
revival of academic philosophy in the form of
Idealism.

The Crisis of the German University System

Germany in the late 1700s had 42 universities,
far more than any other nation. Competition
among the numerous German-speaking states,
as well as rivalries resulting from the Reforma-
tion, were responsible for the large number of
universities. Moreover, the German universities
had fared relatively well compared to those of
other countries; they proliferated in the late
1300s and the 1400s, with large numbers of
students and a low rate of institutional failure, at
precisely the time that the university systems of
France, England, Italy, and Spain were troubled
by declining enrollments and a high rate of
failure.''

Germany went on expanding through the
post-Reformation boom. In the 1500s and early
1600s, German schools were attended in large
numbers and by virtually all social classes. The
nobles, previously uneducated, began to fre-
quent the universities; they were concentrated in
law, which was thrown open to non-clerics at
this time. The Theological and Philosophical
(higher Arts) Faculties prospered too. Whereas
in France the Reformation took theological
training away from the universities and into
specialized seminaries, thereby depopulating the
universities, the Germans expanded university
theological training and, with it, the Philo-
sophical Faculty which taught preparatory stud-
ies for theology.

In the mid-1600s, the Thirty Years War and
prolonged economic slump reduced student

•* There is a long-term cycle of boom-and-bust iti
university foundations, failures, and enrollments. The
High Middle Ages (1100-1300) is generally a period of
successful expansion, with crisis and decline during the
1300s and 1400s (except in Germany), and a second
wave of expansion after the Reformation during 1550-1650,
followed by yet another wave of crisis in the 1700s,
lasting later in the 1800s, when France, England, and
Italy successively adopted the German university re-
forms. See Collins (1981a) and sources therein.
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numbers everywhere. By the late 1600s and
early 1700s, as prosperity and population began
again to rise, the pattern had changed. The
nobles had largely disappeared from the univer-
sities, the wealthier taking their training from
private tutors or in elite Ritterakademie (knight's
academies), which emphasized riding, dancing,
and other military/courtly arts; tiie poorer
entering the army in childhood in order to obtain
seniority. At a few elite universities, notably
Halle, Gottingen, and Jena there were more
noble students (10-15% at Gottingen during the
1700s), where they studied law and prepared for
higher civil service posts. The lower and middle
class students stayed in the universities in far
greater numbers. Even here there were sharp
divisions. Theology and its preparatory subject,
philosophy, attracted mainly sons of peasants,
petty shopkeepers, and clergy. The church,
deprived of its property in the Reformation, was
no longer a lucrative career. Parsons had low
status and pay, and served primarily as minor
functionaries of the state, reading its decrees
from the pulpit. The higher part of the middle
class, the sons of urban patricians, the wealthier
merchants, and the civil servants, studied law, a
much more costly course of study. Although the
number of nobles in the legal Faculties was
quite low, the group as a whole adopted a
belligerently knightly style of behavior, empha-
sizing drinking and carousing, and centered
around duelling fraternities.

Part of the growing sense of crisis in the
1700s, then, was a status problem for university
graduates. The old medieval domination by the
church was gone, and the philosophy and
theology students were now pursuing minor
middle-class careers. The law Faculties, al-
though retaining higher status ties, had a
reputation as clubs of unruly carousers, which
offended both the moralists and the modernists
in the larger population.

Though many universities languished, enroll-
ments in the leading universities rose after 1740.
New-style universities were founded (Halle
1694, Gottingen 1737, Erlangen 1743) that
eclipsed most of the others in prosperity.
Gottingen, the most prominent of these, re-
placed the traditional Latin with lectures in
German, and downplayed the Theological Fac-
ulty in favor of modem literature and science.
Middle class students filled up the Law, poorer
students the Theology Faculties respectively.
Prospects of govemment employment at several
levels continued to draw them in. The bureau-
cratic administration of the numerous absolutist
states of Germany, both large and small, were
expanding; in the late 1700s, the proportion of
officials to population was twice as high as it
would be 100 years later. Educational require-
ments became increasing important for these

posts; in Hanover (where Gottingen was lo-
cated), the proportion of govemment appointees
who had some university education rose from
33% to 75% during the eighteenth century. At a
lower level, new possibilities were held out by
the establishment of compulsory, state-
supported elementary schools: first by a Prus-
sian decree of 1717, which largely unenforced,
and then by a stronger decree in 1763, which
specified schools teaching in the German
language (not the old medieval Latin schools,
reserved for the church) and established a
teacher-training school in Berlin. The expecta-
tion that these jobs would be filled by
philosophy and theology students did not pay
off, however; most teaching posts were given to
disabled army veterans—the patronage went to
the army instead of to the universities. Even so,
the numbers of university students increased
sharply by the 1770s.

With the political crisis of the 1790s, the
university crisis came to a head. Numbers fell to
tiny levels: Erfurt in 1800 had only 43 students;
Konigsberg in 1791 (the height of Kant's fame)
had only 47; Kiel in one year had only 8. Jena,
despite its intellectual eminence, was closed
after the nearby battle in 1806. During the crisis
period of the Napoleonic wars and their
aftermath (1792-1818), 22 of the 42 German
universities were abolished. Catholic universi-
ties, about one-third of the total, were hit
particularly hard; only one survived. Among the
"progressive" officials and members of the
population, the opinion was widespread that the
entire system should be abolished.

The Anti-University Modernism of
Enlightenment Culture

Like France in the 1700s, an active cultural
production sector appeared outside the formal
schools, and usually hostile to them. News-
papers prolifered after 1740, book publishing
expanded, and titles in German came to number
twice those in Latin in 1770, the reverse of the
situation a century and a half earlier. Culture
was now out of the exclusive hands of the
clergy; the secular audience was thus the basis
of the so-called Enlightenment. Throughout the
small courts of Germany (as in the larger courtly
and urban centers of France) were salons where
modem literary subjects were discussed. The
philosophers of this period overlapped to a
greater extent with the literary world than in
most other historical periods. Not that the major
philosophers themselves produced much in the
way of literature; but the literary networks were
connected to the philosophical ones at some
points. Some of the literary figures (notably
Schiller, and more diffusely Goethe) infiuenced
philosophy; and literary journals were crucial in
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the initial recognition and propagation of Kant
and the Idealist movement. This does not imply
that the two networks were simply undifferenti-
ated. They had distinct personnel and organiza-
tional bases: the universities and delated
careers as preachers for theology students, vs.
the patronage and publishing opportunities for
dramatists, poets, and novelists. They did
overlap, though, in that both types of intellec-
tuals typically took jobs as tutors when trying to
land a regular position elsewhere: a pattem
experienced by Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel,
Schiller, Holderlin, Herbart, and many others.

Thus the most "modem" universities favored
publication in the literary world rather than in
traditional academic subjects. This was particu-
larly true at Gottingen, where an important
circle of poets was active during the Sturm and
Drang period of the 1770s. There was a great
deal of hostility on the part of this salon society
to the traditional universities. As in France,
there were proposals that they be abolished.
Leibniz had already in 1700 proposed that
universities be replaced by government-
regulated professional schools (for doctors,
military engineers, and so forth), with official
Academies (such as the ones Leibniz maneu-
vered to establish at Berlin in 1700 and St.
Petersburg in 1716) taking over the preservation
and extension of science and culture. The
proposal was again brought to the fore by the
Prussian minister von Massow in 1806. The
French had followed this very course, with its
royal Academies and professional schools (Ecoles
des Mines, Artillery, Pontes et Chausees) leading
to abolition of the medieval universities in 1793,
and their replacement by the centralized engi-
neering school, the Ecole Polytechnique, and
teacher-training school, the Ecole Normale
Superieure. Thus the height of the Idealist
movement was at the time when it appeared that
universities would disappear everywhere, as one
more relic of the Middle Ages.'

Prussian Reform Establishes the
Credentialling Sequence

The anti-university mood of "modemism,"
however, did not succeed in establishing its
preferred solution. Instead, the university sys-
tem itself was revitalized by a structural reform.
One might say the market for culture was
suffering from inflation of the more credential-

' One structural difference was that in France
university enrollments were very low in the 1700s,
whereas Germany was more like Spain in the early
1600s, when the universities produced too many
unemployed office seekers. It was the latter who
propelled the publishing industry and populated the
salons.

ized "currency," which devalued the status of
university degrees, and especially its intemal
degrees in philosophy. There was also the
problem that this latter currency, even when
traded in for Theology degrees, "purchased"
little more than low-status positions as clergy.
The structural solution was to formalize creden-
tial requirements and to hierarchize the compet-
ing segments of the older educational system. In
1770, an examination was established foi"
employment in the Prussian bureaucracy, plac-
ing a premium on university legal training.
Nobles, however, were exempted at first, and
university degrees were not absolutely essential.
In 1804, this was strengthened to requii^e three
years of study at a Prussian university for all
higher offices. With the foundation of the
University of Berlin in 1810 and an accompany-
ing series of official examinations, university
legal study became rigorously required for
govemment employment: the first society any-
where in the West to establish anything like the
Chinese Imperial examination system.

Together with another Prussian reform initi-
ated in 1788, and later strengthened, these
regulations linked the entire educational system
into a credentialling sequence. In an effoit to
limit the number of university students, the
govemment established the abitur examination
for admission to the universities. This put a
premium upon study at a classical gymnasium:
prior to this point, an institution attended largely
by sons of officials and the upper middle class.
The gymnasium has been more of an altemative
to university education than a preparation for it;
now it became part of the state-controlled
sequence. The result of this formalization was
simultaneously to cut the numbers of applicants,
and especially the unemployed intellectuals,
while improving the prospects for wealthier
students.

This curtailment and channeling of competi-
tion into a sequence of educational organizations
overcame the structural crisis. Other German
states emulated the Prussian model after 1810,
and the entire system went into a period of
controlled expansion that lasted into the 20th
century. There were no more university failures,
and enrollments steadily rose. This shows that
the crisis was not a matter of the inability of the
Germany economy to absorb the number of
graduates of the late 1700s, but rather that status
competition concentrated them all "at the top,"
rather than spreading them out through the
educational system itself.

The Philosophers and University Reform

The Idealist philosophers were leaders of the
university reform movement. Philosophy was at
a structural disadvantage in the old system, and
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it benefitted most from the reform. In the
traditional Medieval pattern, tbe German univer-
sities had three superior Faculties—Theology,
Law, and Medicine—which gave advanced
degrees (doctorates); plus the Philosophical
Faculty, which prepared students for the higher
Faculties, In the religious struggles after tbe
Reformation, the curriculum had been rigidly
prescribed, and the late 18th century continued
to find the Philosophical Faculty lecturing on tbe
same books which had been assigned in the 16th
century. Members of the Philosophical Faculty
taught undergraduates from prescribed and
out-dated texts; under the double control of
church and state, they were not expected to
innovate. Relative to the other three Faculties,
they occupied a low status position and received
lower pay (Ben-David and Zloczower, 1962:
52-3). This is a major reason why the creative
intellectuals of the older generation had been
almost entirely outside the universities: Lessing,
Goethe, Herder, Wieland, Schiller, were all
officials. So was Jacobi, the leading opponent of
the Idealists; his intellectual opposition was in a
sense structurally based. It was this traditional
structure that was overthrown in the reformed
model established by tbe new University of
Berlin in 1810, The Philosophical Faculty
received full equality in status and pay witb the
other Faculties, and could now award advanced
degrees.

The outburst of philosophical creativity that
constituted the Idealist movement was energized
by the struggle of philosophers to bring about
university reform, Tbe most innovative thinkers,
Kant and Fichte, led tbe criticism of existing
universities and emphasized the autonomy of
reason and tbe need for freedom of inquiry in
philosophy, lehrfreiheit. In 1798, Kant in bis
last book, Der streit der Fakultaeten maintained
that only the Philosophical Faculty represented
rational free inquiry, and hence should be
dominant over the other Faculties. It was Kant's
program that Wilhelm von Humboldt put into
effect when he founded tbe University of Berlin;
and it was Fichte, who had proclaimed that the
national greatness of Germany was due to the
intellectual and spiritual creativity of its philos-
ophers, who was made its first rector. Earlier at
Jena, Fichte bad created a storm by attempting
to abolish the student duelling fraternities,
emblems of tbe aristocracy-emulating, carous-
ing style of the old universities dominated by tbe
legal Faculty, Schelling (in 1802-03), and
Schliermacher had also written and agitated for
intellectual freedom and university reform. Only
Hegel and Schopenhauer, tbe latest blooming of
tbe major Idealists, did not take part in tbe
reform movement, though Hegel inherited the
Berlin position created by it.

Already in 1794 Fichte, in Vorlesung euber

die Bestimmung des Gelehrten. had argued for
the absolute negation of selfish and material
interests; bis idealism was not merely metaphys-
ical, but involved tbe exaltation of pure
intellectuals as tbe saviors of tbe country. In
1807, he proposed a plan for reorganizing tbe
universities. They would contain no vocational,
professional training, but general education
tbrougb philosophy, wbicb would awaken under-
standing of tbe interrelatedness of knowledge,
Fichte himself would bold a seminar for
professors to tell tbem how to teacb. Pbilosopby
was to be a free inquiry, and a critique of ail
other forms of knowledge (echoing Kant's
critiques). Moreover, Fichte's new university
would educate tbe elite of the entire nation,
Tbere would be but a single university for the
entire German nation. In bis 1808 Reden,
delivered at patriotic meetings in Berlin under
French occupation, Ficbte proposed that Ger-
many would reattain greatness, not tbrougb
military but spiritual might. He proposed to
overcome disadvantages of poverty by setting
up a system of public schools, operated as
economic cooperative communities, enrolling
youths of all social classes. At the university,
the needy would be supported at state expense,
Germany would become like Plato's Republic,
built around educational leadership. The univer-
sity degree would give its holders claim to the
most important positions in tbe state, replacing
the old hereditary aristocracy,

Fichte's extreme program was of course not
carried into effect. But Wilhelm von Humboldt
had been one of Fichte's audience in 1808, as
well as an acquaintance of Schleiermacher and
other Idealists (he had been educated at
Gottingen, and was acquainted with Goethe and
the Weimai' circle). As reform minister in 1809,
Humboldt not only raised tbe status of tbe
Philosophical Faculty, but gave structural safe-
guards to facilitate free inquiry. The University
of Berlin was made a privileged corporation
with self-government; professors were given the
right to choose their own subjects, without
restrictions of a standard syllabus. The old edict
of 1747 was revoked, which had required
Prussian students to study at Prussian univer-
sities, as was tbe probibition on Prussian
professors teaching elsewhere. Under the princi-
ples of Lernfreiheit and Lehrfreiheit students
and professors were allowed to migrate from
university to university, which opened up the
entire system to tbe rapid flow of innovations,
Humboldt, as Minister for Religion as well as
education, opposed religious dogmatism, and
lifted censorship of scholarly and literary works.

The beigbt of tbe Prussian reform movement
took place in the few years after the defeat by
the French in 1807. Educational reform was
only part of much larger reforms: the abolition
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of the legal binding of peasants to the land
(serfdom), the establishment of legal quality by
the abolition of the Estates, the emancipation of
the Jews, the elimination of the aristocratic caste
system in the army. More radical proposals by
Stein, Hardenberg, Schamhorst, and other
ministers temporarily in power pushed unsuc-
cessfully for the abolition of the aristocracy and
for democratic self-government. Except for
Stein, most of the other leaders were not
believing Christians, and most expected that the
church would be superceded by a new national
culture, based on education and embodying
freedom. It was this atmosphere which shaped
educational reform in the direction of a
hierarchic sequence of schools, since the
institutions which had been rivals of the
university, such as the aristocratic Ritterakademie
and the upper bourgeois Gymnasium were
regarded as too class-segregated. They had been
potentially formidable rivals, since the Gymna-
sium taught approximately the same subjects as
the old, unreformed Philosophical Faculty of the
university; and in 1800 the director of the Berlin
Gymnasium had proposed that the universities
be abolished in favor of his institution. Various
institutions had jockeyed for precedence in
education: the gymnasium, specialized profes-
sional schools, government supported research
academies, and the university itself. Because of
the leadership of the Idealists, and their political
connections, the Philosophical Faculty of the
university emerged triumphant.

After the insurrection against Napoleon's
army retreating from Moscow in 1813, and the
restoration of conservative government, the
reform movement faded. Its last gasp was the
demonstrations of students and professors at the
Wartbergfest of 1817, a nationalist celebration
of the anniversary of Luther's Reformation; this
was followed by arrests and dismissals, and the
isolation of university intellectuals from politics.
It was after this point that the Idealist movement
in philosophy lost most of its creative elan,
though the works of Hegel and Schopenhauer
were still to be published in the next few years.

The content of the new philosophy was
considerably influenced by the structural posi-
tion of philosophers in this change. Idealism is
an exceedingly ambitious philosophy, producing
all-encompassing rationalistic systems, which
strike down or replace theology (especially
Kant), and provide a basis for all the sciences
(Schelling) and history and humanistic culture
(Hegel). This ambitiousness is understandable in
the light of the struggle of philosophy to achieve
equality with the higher Faculties of Theology,
Law, and Medicine; actually, these Faculties
were less in tune with the intellectual currents of
the time. Law and medicine were more
favorably situated and had less reason to attempt

to change their circumstances. Theology had
come under political weakness in the religious
currents of the period, and thus philosophy
made its major initial onslaught on this position,
first in the form of Kant's doctrine banishing
speculation about the transcendental realm of
tiie thing-in-itself; then in Fichte and the later
Idealists' reconstruction of this transcendental
realm as a new, philosophically based "Theol-
ogy-"

Kant's Philosophy as a Structural Attack on
Academic Theology

Kant's career epitomizes the structural problems
of the 18th century Germany intellectual in the
unreformed system. In tune with the intellectual
current of the Enlightenment, he began with an
interest in science, and wrote polished essays on
law, civilization, anthropology, geography, and
the like. But the Paris-style salon society whose
interests he emulated did not exist in Konigsberg,
a small city in remote East Prussia, and his
social background (his father was a saddler)
provided no wealth. He followed the typical
career path of poorer German students, studying
in the theological Faculty, but avoiding the role
of minor clerical functionary by becoming a
tutor until age 31, then a Privat-dozent at the
university in the philosophical (undergraduate)
Faculty. At age 46 (1770) he finally became a
professor. He wished to hold a position in
science, but these professorships were even less
significant than those in philosophy. Thus after
his habilitation at the university, he shifted from
essays and science, and into the task of raising
philosophy to the level of a science. Kant is thus
a role-hybrid (cf. Ben-David, 1960), between
the Enlightenment intellectual and the university
philosophy professor, in the special context of a
struggle to raise philosophy to equality with
Theology and the other higher Faculties.

His initial tack was to reconcile the Leibniz-
Wolff metaphysics which dominated German
philosophy, with the Newtonian natural philos-
ophy and Hume's skeptical empiricism. In his
great work of 1781, Kant propounded his
solution. He extolled its revolutionary character:
science, he begins, has entered its periods of
great advance, such as that which followed the
understanding of the isosceles triangle in
antiquity, or the experiments of Galileo and
Torricelli in modem times, only when intellec-
tual leaders brought about a revolutionary
change.

Kant's "Copemican revolution" in philoso-
phy is not merely the epistemological reversal,
by which certainty is found not in conforming
our ideas to external objects but in the a priori
conformity of observed objects to our modes of
understanding. It is an emulation of scientific
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advance, which Kant argues took place through
intensified, systematic investigation rather than
random observation, through theory rather than
raw empiricism. This Kant proposes to do for
metaphysics; he puts himself forward as the
Copernicus, as the Galileo of philosophy, to end
the futile controversies of the (medieval) schools
and put philosophy on the path to secure
advance. Moreover, he does not claim merely to
put philosophy on a par with science by making
it scientific; metaphysic is to be restored to its
"royal place among all the sciences"
(1781/1966:xxii). It is entitled to this place not
only because it is the oldest and most stable, but
because it is a necessary ground for all the other
sciences; unless metaphysics can answer Hume's
criticism and show how scientific knowledge is
possible, the natural sciences will be insecure.

Metaphysical insecurity, however, does not
prevent modem scientists from pursuing their
investigations, and it is doubtful if Kant's
support gave the natural scientists of his time
any greater feeling of security as they went
about their business. What Kant accomplished
was not so much of benefit to the scientists, who
no doubt would have gone on the same without
him, but to the profession of German philoso-
phers. His claim was that philosophy was now
a science, not only on a par with physics,
astronomy, and mathematics (subjects that he
himself had taught as Privatdozent), but their
scientific superior. One did not have to become
a scientist to catch up with the prestige of the
French and British investigators; one need only
be a philosopher at a German university.

The need to assert the priority of philosophy
over the natural sciences, was not based on
anti-French nationalism (which Kant certainly
did not share, and which did not become
prominent until decades later), but on the
structure of the German universities. Persons
like Kant, now beginning to crowd the German
intellectual scene, having no opportunities to
follow the paths of the independent French
intellectuals, were forced to turn to the univer-
sities for positions. There they were faced with
small, archaic, and dogmatically controlled
higher Faculties, and the somewhat more
numerous but also archaically oriented positions
of the low-status Philosophical Faculty. Within
this faculty, the most available chairs were in
philosophy proper; the fewest in natural science.
Leipzig, for instance, had 12 chairs in the
Philosophical Faculty (as opposed to 4 in
Theology, 8 in Law, and 6 in Medicine), of
which 5 were in branches of philosophy and
only one in an area of science (mathematics)
(Helbig, 1961: 62). Even the small amount of
natural science that was taught was restricted to
Aristotelian commentaries and classical texts
assigned during the 16th century. It was easier

to attempt to upgrade philosophy than to attempt
to introduce the modem sciences, and have new
chairs created for them.

Fichte's Second Revolution

Kant's "revolution" was a powerful attempt to
raise the new class of cosmopolitan German
intellectuals into positions of security and
prestige. The outburst of Idealist systems that
followed in the 1790s went far beyond Kant in
ambitiousness; where he had cut off all
speculative Theology as inadmissable efforts to
discuss the "thing-in-itself," Fichte and his
followers replaced Theology with comprehen-
sive Idealist systems. Fichte's "second revolu-
tion," following on the heels of Kant's
revolution, was made possible by the rapid
march of events: the political crisis which shook
the conservative establishment and threatened
the existence of traditional Christianity as the
state church; together with the climax of the
university crisis, in which abolition or total
reform became real possibilities. Where Kant
pressed to raise philosophy to the level of a
science, and to more or less abolish Theology as
a rival, Fichte and his followers confidently
proposed to take over Theology's territory with
a new metaphysical construction, which would
also serve as the basis for all the other fields of
knowledge, including science and history. At
their height, they even felt they were creating a
new religion, based on rationality. In 1781,
Kant was not an Idealist at all, but an
pro-science antagonist of metaphysics. But his
success in setting off a reform movement
opened the way for much more sweeping
claims; and in the 1790s, these for a while swept
along Kant himself into emphasizing the Idealist
implications of his position.

(C) THE POLITICAL SITUATION AS
EXTERNAL CONTEXT: EFFECTS OF THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION

The Idealist movement in philosophy largely
coincides with the period of the French
Revolution, 1789-1815. Thus one may be
tempted to regard it as the result of the political
situation of the time. There is a degree of truth
in this, but only in the sense that politics
provides the outermost level of causality,
surrounding the university reform, and the actual
network of intellectuals.

The German-speaking states were the most
fragmented part of Europe. The great powers in
this part of the world were Austria, an empire
stretching into the Balkans and containing
mostly non-German speakers; and Prussia,
which by 1780 had acquired some fragmentary
possessions in westem Germany as well. There
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were also moderate-sized states of Hanover
(personally connected with the Kings of En-
gland), Bavaria, and Saxony. The whole of
Germany was divided into hundreds of indepen-
dent territories, some 50 free cities (many under
ecclesiastical jurisdiction), and innumerable
estates of the Imperial Knights. The various
intellectual centers were thus in different
jurisdictions, and prohibitions in conservative
places (such as Bavaria, Saxony, or in Prussia
during the reign of Frederick Wilhelm II,
1787-1798) could not contain independent
thought elsewhere. Tuebingen, the home univer-
sity of Hegel, Sehelling, and Holderlin, was in
the 1790s in the modest Duchy of Wurttenberg
in south-west Germany. The major center at
Jena was near Weimar, capital of the liberal
Duchy of Saxe-Coberg. Gottingen was some
100 miles further west, in Hanover. This
political fragmentation was thus favorable to
intellectual life, though it was militarily a
geopolitical weakness.

The wars of the French revolution temporarily
destroyed the power of the German states. In
1792 and 1793 an Austro-Prussian army failed
in attempts to restore the French monarchy, and
by 1794 the French had annexed the Austrian
Netherlands (Belgium), formed Holland into a
puppet Republic, and forced Prussia to with-
draw from the war. Following Austrian defeats
on the Italian front in 1801, and the expansion
of the French empire into Switzerland and Italy,
Napoleon's German campaigns of 1805-07
crushed Austria and Prussia. Berlin was occu-
pied by French armies. Napoleon dissolved the
Holy Roman Empire, secularized the ecclesias-
tical states (thus ending centuries of church rule,
a liberalizing move), absorbed the territories of
the Imperial Knights and Free Cities into larger
units. Prussia lost its western territories, and the
rest of Germany was arranged into client states,
many of which were handed over as kingdoms
to Napoleon's relatives.

The' arrangement was only temporary. The
growing military troubles of the far-flung
French empire inspired a mood of German
patriotism. Plans and conspiracies were put
forward for volunteer troops and guerilla war.
The breakthrough came when Napolean over-
extended himself geopolitically in his massive
attack into Russia in 1812, which reached
Moscow but suffered devastating losses through
attrition. The Germans, especially the Prussians,
joined the attack on the fleeing army; and battles
in Saxony, as Napoleon atterhpted to regain
control in 1813 and 1814, resulted in his defeat
and abdication. The resulting map of Germany
was greatly simplified, with Prussia the greatest
gainer of territory.

The Idealist period thus covers a time of
major military-political activity. Political frag-

mentation, military weakness and defeat, gave
opportunities for reform. Weakness also pro-
vided freedom from religious orthodoxy, and
concomitantly the impetus to a reform of the
university system (which was already the
subject of acute pressures internally). These
were heady times; Christianity had been abol-
ished in France in 1793 (although restored later
by Napoleon), and the possibility of a similar
ciiange was in the minds of the German
philosophers and politicians, especially the
Prussian reformers. This is what made theology
an open arena, and explains the much more
ambitious program of Fichte, writing after 1793,
from the more modest efforts of Kant writing to
limit theology before the Revolution.

The Intellectuals' Attitudes Towards
the Revolution

At first enthusiasm for the 1789 revolution was
widespread in German schools and universities
and among literary leaders, who welcomed the
news of the French revolution in their joumals.
Wilhelm von Humboldt, like other intellectuals,
set off for Paris to see for himself. The
numerous German states of course varied in
their reactions. Enthusiasm was greatest in the
frontier states of the Rhineland, most of which
were ecclesiastical principalities. In Prussia, on
the other hand, there had been a conservative
reaction since the death of the "Enlightened
Monarch" Frederick the Great in 1786; his
successor Frederick Wilhelm II and his favorite
Woellner, the Minister for the Lutheran Depart-
ment (the administrator of the state church) had
promulgated the Religionsedict of 1788, which
attempted to suppress the Enlightenment ration-
alism of the clergy and teachers. At the height of
anti-Revolutionary sentiment in 1794, Kant
himself was charged by Woellner with perver-
sion of the doctrines of Holy Scripture, and with
violating his duty as teacher of youth at the
university. But the rebuke was mild, censoring
none of his books, but only threatening
punishment if the offence were repeated. But
even in Prussia there was an Enlightenment
opposition, centered around Prince Henry and
the main Berlin intellectual salons, which
greeted the Revolution, as did Kant. In this
conflictual and unsettled atmosphere, the
Religionsedict was not strongly enforced, since
Prussian officials, including the judiciary, were
Enlightenment sympathizers who downpedaled
the prosecution of rationalist preachers and
professors. And late in 1797, Frederick Wilhelm
II died, ushering in an era of reform, soon to be
exascerbated by the military crises of the
Napoleonic wars.

Jacobi however was opposed to the French
Revolution from the beginning (again we see the
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opposition to Kant and the Idealists was also
from the political opposition). Goethe was
detached from both sides. By the Reign of
Terror of 1792-93 most of the intellectuals had
shifted against its excesses, and the Prussian
army joined an expeditionary force to invade
France in 1793-4. A mood of fear of
Jacobinism briefly swept over Germany, and
seditious writings were seized. In Hungary (i.e.
part of the Austrian empire) in 1795, liberals
were executed or imprisoned, and Kant's
philosophy was forbidden. Fichte, however,
remained the Revolution's strong supporter. His
Correction of Public Judgment on the French
Revolution argued for the validity of revolution
as a way of developing moral culture by
renewing t'-e contractual form of the state. Kant
too stood ast. In his 1793 essay "On Theory
and Practice" he asserted the fundamental rights
of freedom, equality before the law, and a share
in legislation; in his 1795 On Perpetual Peace
he declared that the overthrow of the French
monarchy was a first step towards a federation
of republics which would end warfare; in his last
work. On the Strife of the Faculties (1798: just
after the lifting of censorship) he affirmed that
the misdeeds of the Jacobins were nothing
compared to those of the tyrants they had
overthrown.

The Romantic movement around Schlegel
(and inspired by Fichte) took the Revolution's
message to be defiance of tradition, in art, in
sexual affairs, and hence in a general Bohemian-
ism. (The group formed in 1798, after the death
of Frederick Wilhelm II, when reaction ended in
Prussia, making it safe for the radicals to move
to Berlin.) This lasted only briefly, however. By
1808 Friedrich Schlegel himself had followed
some of the other members into the Catholic
Church. After the Restoration, Schlegel became
a state publicist in Mettemich's Austria, follow-
ing out that government's policy of controlling
intellectual production in highly orthodox form.

Conservative religious voices had existed
earlier, of course, such as Jacobi, ensconced in
the conservative state of Bavaria, far from the
reform movements of the north. And even in the
stormy 1790s while Germany watched Paris,
there were conservative counterattacks, such as
the censorship imposed on Kant in 1794 and the
dismissal of Fichte from Jena in 1799 for
"atheism." A nearly apocalyptic mood held in
some Idealist quarters almost to the downfall of
Napoleon. But Sehelling turned conservative,
and Fichte became increasingly nationalist after
the conquest of Germany by the French in 1806.
Only Hegel maintained a faith in political
revolution and a hope for the abolition of
Christianity for several years afterwards. In later
years of the Idealist movement, Hegel remained
the only liberal thinker; in this sense, as well as

in the technical content of his philosophy, he
was the most legitimate continuer of the themes
launched by Fichte in the 1790s. This helps
explain why the intellectual leadership of the
movement finally passed to Hegel: all the others
dropped from the intellectual core of the field.

The reemergence of a strong Prussian state
after 1815, together with the conservative
hegemony of Austria, had a severely dampening
effect on philosophical creativity. With the
exception of Schopenhauer's major work (1819),
and some of Herbart's later productions (1816,
1824), there is nothing new at this time. Hegel's
Encyclopedia (1817) is an expansion of his
Logic of 1812, and his lectures of the 1820s,
though popular, do not break new grounds. The
1820s is a time of disciples (of Sehelling and
Herbart), just as the 1830s is for those of Hegel,
but not of the creative impulse.

Did the Revolution Cause
Philosophical Idealism?

The coincidence in time of the French revolution
with most of German Idealism suggests several
direct explanations. The simplest is that the
political freedom and especially breakdown of
religious censorship opened the way for specu-
lative philosophies intruding into the sphere of
theology. Altiiough this contributes something,
it cannot be the whole explanation: Kant's major
works largely were carried out during the era of
censorship (and his truly revolutionary book
came 8 years before the French Revolution), as
were the major works of Fichte in the 1790s.
Further, there had to be a motivation for
philosophy to invade theology rather than to
ignore it, and that motivation was provided by
forces internal to the German university system.

A second explanation is that the Idealists were
a nationalist German reaction against the
materialism and the preeminence of physical
science in France. Again there is an element of
truth in this; but it does not explain Kant, who
was always pro-French (as was Hegel), and
whose works predate the nationalism of the
1790s and 1800s. Fichte was the most national-
ist of the German philosophers, as well as the
most Idealist; nevertheless, his own work is
heavily dependent upon Kant, and it also
contains a number of themes taken directly from
the French Revolution, especially the emphasis
upon human freedom. In general, the Idealism
and anti-materialism is better understood as
maneuvers within the internal politics of religion
and other areas of the German intellectual
field.

One could of course reverse the argument and
assert that the key to Idealism is emphasis on the
freedom of the human subject: a major theme in
all of these philosophers. But a comparison
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easily shows that Idealism cannot be simply a
flow of Revolutionary ideas outwards across the
French borders. For in France itself, the
intellectual positions that flourished during the
revolution were the opposite of Idealist, reli-
gious, and voluntaristic ones. Materialism,
which had been popular among the radical
pre-Revolutionary philosophes. received its most
extreme expression by Cabanis in 1802; the first
statement of biological evolution, by Lamarck
in 1809, saw the light during the days of
freedom from religious dogma; Laplace could
declare publically that his model of the universe
was completely deterministic and that he had no
need for "that hypothesis" of God. Across the
Channel in England, the period of the Revolu-
tion (mostly taking the form of hostility to
France) nevertheless saw the intellectual domi-
nance of utilitarian ideas (especially Bentham's
publications in the 1790s) that bear no resem-
blance to German Idealism. The British roman-
tic poets, especially Coleridge and later Shelley
and Keats, did in fact pick up German Idealism,
mainly from Schelling's aesthetic nature-
idealism period, but this occurred mainly in the
1810-1820 decade, after the French revolution
was over, and after the upsurge had already
passed in Germany. Moreover, these poets
tended to be political radicals, not anti-French
patriots. Still later, in the 1830s, American
Transcendentalism picked up Idealism, but
dropping the political side entirely. In general,
there is no correlation between either proximity,
or hostility, to the French revolution, and
Idealist philosophy.*

CONCLUSIONS

We are left with a three-levelled model of
causality: the maneuvering for position within
the internal network of German intellectuals,
which explains the variety of positions taken by
different philosophers; the university reform,
which accounts most importantly for the content
of Idealist philosophies; and the surrounding
political context, which helps explain the timing

* The Revolution also produced educational reform in
France. There, the path taken was to abolish the medieval
university entirely in 1793, and to replace it with
centralized professional schools, especially the Ecole
Polytechnic and the Ecole Normale Superieure. This was
one of the structural alternatives advocated in Prussia as
well, but opposed by the Idealists. It is notable that in
France, the educational reformers were largely physical
scientists; in Germany, the leaders were philosophers and
philologists (Ben-David, 1971:113-114). The contrasting
intellectual emphases of France and Germany were due
not merely to nationalism or nationalist antagonism, but
to the different structural positions of these types of
intellectual specialists within each society.

of the philosophical movement. The French
Revolution, the German defeats in the Napoleonic
wars, and the resulting phase of political reform
within Germany, made possible the carrying out
of the university reform, thus catalyzing the
inner structures of causality affecting intellectual
creativity. The reforms affecting the position of
the established Church, as well as the example of
the (temporary) abolition of Christianity iti
France, also contributed to a heady, even
apocalyptic mood among the former theology
students who made up the philosophical commu-
nity in Germany; and this too affected both the
emotional energy that went into philosophical
creativity, as well as some of the content of
Idealist philosophy.

Comparisons confirm that it is the university
revolution, and concomitantly the changing
position of orthodox theology within the educa-
tional system, that is central in producing
Idealism, rather than political revolution per se.
For there are several upsurges of Idealist
philosophy outside of Germany, which do not
coincide with any major political upheavals.
Idealism appears in Britain (in forms deriving
from both Kant and Hegel) in the 1870s through
the 90s (T.H. Green, Bradley, McTaggart). In
the United States, a Hegelian revival begins
with the St. Louis Hegelians of the 1870s, and
expands into a wave of Idealism (including
Royce, the early works of Dewey, and others)
which dominated the American universities until
the early 20th century. These Idealist move-
ments are hardly matters of keeping up with
international philosophical fashion, since Ideal-
ism had been long since fallen into neglect and
disrepute in Germany. What they do coincide
with, however, is the reform of the English and
American universities along German lines: the
adoption of essentially the same reform carried
out in Berlin in 1810, the transformation of the
old medieval college into the research-oriented
graduate school, and the upgrading of philoso-
phy into an upper-level subject based on
intellectual innovation. Along with this went the
declericalizing of the universities: British dons
no longer had to be in religious orders after
1870, and the old American college as a center
of denominational piety gave way to the secular
research university. Both British and American
academics fiocked to Germany for advanced
training; what they brought back with them was
not Idealist philosophy, but a version of
university structure that had the effect upon
philosophy of encouraging the recreation of
Idealism. Idealism thus is confirmed as an
intellectual response to a particular pattern of
change in intellectual communities, due primar-
ily to internal reforms in the structure of their
university base.
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The Social Bases of Intellectual Creativity

I would like to stress the generality of the
processes underlying this particular case. Hope-
fully, the historical specifics of this period have
been illuminated; but also they contribute to our
understanding of the mechanism of creativity.
The model of Interaction Ritual Chains points us
to a series of embedded levels. The individual is
at the center: Kant or Hegel or Schopenhauer at
his desk, or any other intellectual engaged in
creative moments. Around him or her is the
intellectual network and its dynamics: the
market opportunities for ideas which open up at
particular times. Creativity comes to those
individuals optimally positioned to take advan-
tage of these opportunities. Since the situation is
competitive, those who have the first chances
acquire an entrenched advantage in creative
eminence; others are constrained to become
followers, or rivals taking the opposite tacks
from those already defined by the leaders. Some
who come too late remain challengers who are
squeezed out by the structure.

Still further away from the micro-core, there
must always be an organizational basis if
intellectual networks are to exist at all. The
universities, churches, and other suppliers of
material resources shape the possibilities and set
the numbers of competitors in intellectual
careers. Their organizational dynamics affect
the underlying shape of the intellectual field;
especially important are their times of crises,
which rearrange career channels and provide
intellectuals with the challenge that underlies the
epochs of greatest creativity.

Finally there is the largest structure, the
political and economic forces which feed into
institutional dynamics and crises at the organi-
zational level. This is the outermost level of
causality; it does not so much directly determine
the kinds of ideas created, but gives a general
impetus for stability or change, which is molded
more specifically by organizations which sup-
port intellectual careers, and then by tiie
intellectuals within them.

This is a theory of variables at each of these
levels. Different configurations produce various
kinds and amounts of creativity. We should
note, too, that a theory of creativity is also a
theory of non-creativity, and of creativity in
varying kinds and degrees. It shows us which
historical periods are innovative and which are
stagnant, and within particular periods points up
why some persons are situated so that they are
the creative leaders, while others are not.

Finally, I want to come back to the most
micro level of creative experience. The intellec-
tual alone, reading or writing: but he or she is
not mentally alone. His or her ideas are loaded
with social significance, because they symbolize

membership in existing and prospective coali-
tions in the intellectual network. New ideas are
created as combinations or reframings of old
ones; and the intellectual's creative intuitions
are feelings of what groups these ideas are
appealing too (and against which intellectual
enemies). The market structure of the intellec-
tual world is transposed into the creative
individual's mind. Creative fiashes are the
emotional energy that comes from imaginary
Interaction Rituals.

Thinking is a conversation with imaginery
audiences. In the case of the creative intellec-
tual, this is not just any imagined audience, and
especially not merely a vague and idealized one
(like the Meadian "generalized other" in its
most abstract sense). High degrees of intellec-
tual creativity comes from realistically imagin-
ing existing or prospective intellectual audi-
ences, in ways tJiat point directly at what the
marketplace for ideas will find most in demand.
This requires that the individual creator must
know his/her audience well, through reading
and also through face-to-face contacts. (Reading
only rarely seems to be enough; some personal
contact with leading intellectuals also seems to
be crucial, as the empirical pattern shows.) In
the Interaction Ritual model, increases in emo-
tional energy come from a favorable balance of
resources vis-a-vis one's interlocuters, such as
possessing the cultural capital that makes one
accepted as a member of the group, and
especially if one is capable of dominating
attention within it. The creative intellectual
experiences these Interaction Rituals inside the
head. The emotional energy of success'in these
imaginery rituals is what constitutes the creative
energy: the capacity for sustained concentration,
the sensation of being pulled along by the
attraction of a fiow of ideas. It is often
accompanied by feeling of exultation, for these
are not merely any ideas, but ideas that feel
successful.

This analysis helps resolve a contradiction
mentioned near the beginning of this paper. The
creative intellectual needs to work in privacy,
but also is successful only when a member of
intellectual networks. But rituals ordinarily
produce conformity to group symbols, and
hence are antithetical to creative innovation.
Creators do feel and recognize the membership
significance loaded symbolically into ideas; they
know what groups in the intellectual field these
ideas represent. But their privacy, and their use
of reading as a major information source, gives
them sufficient detachment from the conformity-
inducing pressures of face-to-face IRs. Their
isolation is only relative, not the complete
isolation that would leave them without a sense
of where the symbolic membership forces are
located in the intellectual field. On the micro
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level, the key to creativity is a balance, of a
maximal insulation from ritual pressures for
conformity, together with a sure understanding
of just what the strongest intellectual forces are
in the most active part of the intellectual
network. Those individuals can do this, who are
located in the most privileged positions in the
intellectual field, but who simultaneously have
the personal style to detach themselves from and
thus manipulate the membership symbols into
new combinations.

Creative energy is a sense of what the best
possible moves are, a sense of the payoffs in an
imaginery reconstruction of the intellectual
field. Cultural capital, emotional energy, and
network position are the ingredients of creativ-
ity. Thus there is a social causation of creativity,
even at its intimate core, the contents of the new
ideas that flash into the minds of intellectuals in
their creative moments. There is a determinism,
not merely of who will be creative and when,
but what their creations will actually be.
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